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 ABSTRACT  
Unfavorable wake and separated flow from the hull might 
cause a dramatic decay of the propeller performance in 
single-screw propelled vessels such as tankers, bulk 
carriers and containers. For these types of vessels, special 
attention has to be paid to the design of the stern region, 
the occurrence of a good flow towards the propeller and 
rudder being necessary to avoid separation and unsteady 
loads on the propeller blades and, thus, to minimize fuel 
consumption and the risk for cavitation erosion and 
vibrations. The present work deals with the analysis of the 
propeller inflow in a single-screw chemical tanker vessel 
affected by massive flow separation in the stern region. 
Detailed flow measurements by Laser Doppler 
Velocimetry (LDV) were performed in the propeller 
region at model scale, in the Large Circulating Water 
Channel of CNR-INSEAN.  
Tests were undertaken with and without propeller in order 
to investigate its effect on the inflow characteristics and 
the separation mechanisms. In this regard, the study 
concerned also a phase locked analysis of the propeller 
perturbation at different distances upstream of the 
propulsor. The study shows the effectiveness of the 3rd 
order statistical moment (i.e. skewness) for describing the 
topology of the wake and accurately identifying the 
portion affected by the detached flow.  
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 1 INTRODUCTION 
Ship propeller performances have always increased during 
time, with the introduction of more accurate design and 
analysis procedures, better experimental testing 
techniques both in model and full scale. Despite the 
significant improvements achieved, many different 
problems are still to be faced, with the aim of further 
increases in the final propeller quality.  
From this point of view, apart the most common 
objectives of a high propeller efficiency with avoidance of 
erosive cavitation phenomena, new challenges have 
gained during years more and more importance, i.e. the 
reduction of pressure pulses and radiated noise, which 
become of maximum importance for the “high added 
value ships”, such as passenger ships, mega yachts, 
special ships (such as oceanographic ships or other 

working ships) and, of course, navy ships. The two 
mentioned phenomena are related to propeller non-
stationary functioning in cavitating and non-cavitating 
conditions.  
It may be important to mention that radiated noise 
problems, traditionally linked to navy ship operating 
requirements, are potentially becoming important also for 
merchant ships, due to the increased attention to 
environmental issues, which may lead to more stringent 
limits, and thus to the necessity for a higher attention 
(André et al 2011).  
For all these problems, the correct assessment of the ship 
wake, together with a deep understanding of the related 
hydrodynamic phenomena and of the propeller-hull 
interaction, is fundamental, since propeller performances 
are largely dependent on it. Considering propeller design, 
the characteristics of the three dimensional wake field, 
together with the other typical design parameters (ship 
speed, propeller dimensions and/or revolutions, power), 
influence the propeller design, determining all propeller 
geometrical characteristics. In some cases, unfavorable 
wake (presenting, as an example, large flow separation) 
from the hull might be the responsible of a decay of the 
propeller performance in single-screw propelled vessel, 
with a lower propeller efficiency and the presence of 
unsteady loads and significant induced vibrations. 
Propeller/wake interaction may be also very important for 
twin screw ships, in which the generation of ship 
vibrations by pressure variation propagating from the 
cavitating propeller to the hull may be an important issue; 
in this case, even if the wake is probably less unfavorable, 
stricter requirements may exist in correspondence to some 
specific ship types (as an example, passenger ships). 
Many different problems related to ship wake still exist, 
such as the correct assessment of hull-propeller interaction 
and a better understanding of scale effects on ship wake. 
Despite the progresses in CFD tools, in many cases semi-
empirical corrections/approaches are still adopted, with 
the possible reduction in the quality of propeller design. 
The starting point is, in the large majority of cases, the 
measured nominal wake (without propeller effect) of the 
hull at model scale, more rarely statistical formulations 
and regressions are adopted. The inclusion of the 
functioning propeller modifies the flow field not only by 
means of the propeller induced velocities, but with a 
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complex interaction between hull and propeller flow 
fields, resulting in the effective wake at the propeller, 
which is the one to be considered in propeller design and 
analysis tools. Different approaches have been developed 
to this aim, starting from the simplest procedures such as 
reported in (Huang & Groves 1980), moving to more 
recent approaches such as those reported in (Choi & 
Kinnas 2001) and to the direct application of RANS  
codes to complete self propulsion tests (with propeller 
schematized to different complexity levels) in order to 
directly compute the effective wake (Villa et al. 2012).  
Very good results have already been achieved, 
nevertheless further improvements and validations are still 
needed, considering also the complex problems related to 
scale effects. 
These latter effects, related to the different Reynolds 
number between ship and model, are well known, and 
have been treated traditionally for long time with semi-
empirical approaches; the most popular, and widely 
accepted, methods are those in which the wake is 
somehow contracted considering the different relative 
boundary layer thicknesses in model and full scale. 
Recently, a comparison among the various approaches 
proposed during years (26th ITTC conference, 2011) has 
underlined that very large discrepancies may exist 
between semi-empirical methods results and real full scale 
wake, and the one of the oldest procedures (Sasajima & 
Tanaka 1966) still seems to behave better. Also in this 
case, however, large discrepancies may be expected. 
Therefore, considering the results, it is recommended, 
when possible, to perform direct calculations of full scale 
wake with numerical codes, whose results seem to be 
satisfactory, or at least less problematic (Larsson et al. 
2010). Also from this point of view, further analyses and 
validations are still needed, in order to reach a better 
understanding of the phenomenon. 
As a consequence, experimental tests dedicated to the 
analysis of both the phenomena (propeller/hull interaction 
producing effective wake and scale effect), which are 
indeed strictly correlated each other, are still very 
important and valuable. Having this in mind, in the 
present work a thorough experimental analysis of the hull-
propeller interaction in model scale has been performed, 
with a campaign of LDV measurements carried out at the 
CNR-INSEAN Large Circulating Water Channel.  
A detailed description of the propeller hydrodynamic 
behavior, such as that obtained from LDV measurement, 
allows to identify the main issues due to the propeller 
operation in order to seek solutions with a higher 
efficiency.Flow velocity measurements are also important 
for the validation of CFD codes; indeed, a detailed 
representation, especially for separated flows, is required 
for enhancing the accuracy of numerical predictions.  
The availability of reliable and detailed velocity 
measurements contributes to fulfil this goal providing 
guidelines for numerical models improvements as well as 
database for their validation. 

 
Figure 1: Longitudinal profile and transverse sections   

 2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 2.1 Ship and propeller model 
The ship under investigation is a typical chemical tanker 
and the aft body geometry is shown in figure 1. The scale 
of the tanker ship model used in the present experiment is 
1:16.5, with main dimensions (length, breadth and draft) 
as follows: LM = 5.696 m, BM = .934 m, TM = .363 m. The 
test was carried out at 1.77 m/s (Froude = .23) and at a 
propeller angular velocity n= 8.92 rps. corresponding to a 
full scale ship speed of 14 Kn. The four-blade, fixed-
pitch, model propeller with diameter DP = 233.33 mm was 
installed on a shaft closed into a skeg nacelle. The main 
characteristics of the propeller are reported in Table 1 and 
a 3D view can be seen in figure 2.  
In the following sections the results will be presented with 
a reference system for the model and propeller defined as 
in figure 2. 

 

     
Figure 2: Model and propeller reference system adopted for 
                 Test 
 
Table 1: Main propeller parameters 
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Propeller characteristics (model scale) 

Diameter, DP [mm] 233,33 

Number of blades, Z 4 (fixed pitch) 

Rotation right handed 

Nominal pitch ratio, (P/D0.7R) 1.0 

Skew angle [deg] 13.0 

Rake angle [deg] 3.0 
Hub diameter ratio, DH/DP   (at 

prop. disk) 0.168 

 
 2.2 Facility 
Measurements were carried out at the CNR-INSEAN 
Circulating Water Channel. This is a free surface 
cavitation channel with a test section (10 m long by 3.6 m 
wide by 2.25 m deep) that allows to perform wake survey 
for ship models with maximum length of 7 m. The quality 
of the flow in the channel was carefully examined; the 
main undesired features are (i) the presence of velocity 
fluctuations due to the surging phenomena  (typical of this 
type of facility) and (ii) a free surface boundary layer due 
to the ceiling wall at inlet of the free surface test section. 
The largest part (in terms of energy distribution) of 
velocity oscillations occur at frequencies below 0.1 Hz; 
these fluctuations are strictly related to the free surface 
oscillations (< 3 mm at about 1 m/s) and have a minimal 
influence on the flow at the propeller disc . The effect of 
the free surface boundary layer was found to be negligible 
on the ship flow at the propeller disc for model draft 
larger than 100 mm, as in the present case. 
The main important effect of free surface oscillations is 
related to the model deformation. In fact the ship model is 
locked at the dynamic trim, measured during the self 
propulsion test in the towing tank, and therefore 
immersion variation, due to the facility surging, generate 
buoyancy forces and moments that produce model 
deformation and displacement with respect to the 
traversing mechanism reference system. This reflect in 
position mismatch when measuring the velocity by LDV 
that is sweeping a measurement grid of hundreds of 
points. In such case the adoption of a stiff model support 
system allows to minimize this effect. In the present 
experiment model oscillation due to the facility surging 
during the test was less than .5 mm. 
 2.3 Instrumentation 
Flow kinematics was measured using a two-components 
LDV underwater system in the back-scatter configuration.  
With this focal length (465 mm in water), measurement 
volume size is 2 mm in streamwise (x) direction and .2 
mm in transverse (y) (z) directions.  
Therefore, typical measurement error, due to the Doppler 
broadening, can be estimated of the order of ~1% of the 
obtained velocity value. 
Two optical configurations were adopted for resolving the 
3D velocity field and measuring respectively the 

longitudinal/vertical and the transversal/vertical velocity 
components. For this reason to reduce the errors related to 
probe positioning a lot of care is used to set-up the initial 
position of the measurement volume. The initial position 
of probe is settled by using a special target device, placed 
in a known location of the ship model, which consists of a 
small plate of 5×5 mm with a small hole of 0.7 mm.  
This target is placed in the shop at known location on the 
ship model and allows a positioning accuracy with respect 
to the model of ~.2 mm in the normal direction of laser 
beams bisector and of ~2 mm in the direction of the laser 
beams bisector (taking into account measurement volume 
size). Two target devices respectively for aligning the 
measurement volume in the longitudinal and in the 
transverse plane, are adopted for two optical 
configurations. The underwater probe is set up on a 
computer-controlled traversing system, which permits to 
get a shift accuracy of .1 mm in all directions and to 
achieve a high automation of the LDV system. 
Phase locked LDV measurements were carried out 
following the procedure described in (Felli et al. 2005). 
The propeller position was supplied by a rotary 
incremental encoder and a synchronizer with an angular 
accuracy of 0.1°.  
During the test different grids of about 600 points were 
adopted providing a very clear description of the flow 
field in the model wake at different longitudinal location. 
Flow has been seeded with titanium dioxide particles in 
order to achieve reasonable data rate of about 2000 
samples/s. At each measurement point, a time acquisition 
of 60 s has been adopted in order to obtain a meaningful 
data population for high order statistics. 
Measurements were performed along two transverse 
planes located upstream (P1) at x/R=-0.514 and 
downstream (P2) at x/R=0.342 of the propeller disk 
located at x/R=0 in the adopted reference system and in 
the longitudinal mid-plane (P3) y/R=0 as shown in figure 
3.  

 
Figure 3: Measurement planes (P1), (P2) and (P3) 
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 3 RESULTS 

 3.1 Wake analysis 
Before carrying out the flow survey measurement 
campaign, oil paint visualization test in self propulsion 
condition was performed to obtain a quick preview of the 
flow condition in the hull after-body. This also in view of 
the optimization of the LDV measurement plane locations.  
A representative result is shown in figure 4.  On the hull 
after-body a large area of slow flow and possible unsteady 
separation is clearly visible. Due to the blockage of the 
detached region, the incoming flow is forced into two 
passages the first one directed outward the hull whose 
presence is manifested by a vortex line (and a wave 
pattern), the second one toward the skeg and the propeller. 
Although the separation is probably a phenomena that 
occurs at model scale and not at full scale due to the large 
difference in Reynolds number, at model scale its effect is 
to increase the flow rate at the propeller disk reducing the 
differences of the propeller inflow with respect to the full 
scale case. This possible scale effect is superimposed to 
the before mentioned wake contraction, and the global 
result may be different from case to case. 
Despite these considerations are entirely qualitative,  
detached flow in the aft region produces an increase of the 
resistance and unsteady flow downstream of the 
separation zone that is affecting the propeller inflow. 
In order to characterize in a quantitative way what 
emerges in first analysis examining the oil paint 
visualization, LDV measurements are adopted to survey 
the flow around the propeller. Figure 5 shows the non-
dimensional axial velocity upstream (x/R=-0.514) and 
downstream (x/R=0.342) the propeller plane in self 
propulsion condition. In the upstream plane is also 
reported the vertical component to provide an overview of 
the propeller inflow. The horizontal component is missing 
and was not measured due to limited optical access for 
this velocity component in the upstream measurement 
plane for the adopted LDV optical configurations. 
Nevertheless the main features of the inflow are pointed 
out: a strong axial velocity defect is generated by the hull 
and the main flow is upward directed. As consequence of 
the vertical flow, which modifies asymmetrically the 
tangential velocity seen by the propeller in 
correspondence to the 90° and 270° positions, the axial 
flow downstream the propeller shows strong asymmetry 
and an angular region extending from 20° to 150° of 
higher velocity.  
The axial velocity reflects the load distribution on the 
propeller disk which consequently shows apparently the 
same asymmetry. Normally the unbalance of the propeller 
trust is compensated by the rudder action, reducing the 
overall efficiency of the propulsion system. It is important 
to observe that the downstream propeller plane does not 
resemble any characteristics of the inflow plane with the 
exception of the region outside the propeller disk and near 
to the hull where the presence of particularly slow flow is 
present on both upstream and downstream planes.  

 
Figure 4: Oil paint visualization and vortex line 

To characterize more effectively the propeller action in 
the wake field, phase sampling analysis was performed 
relatively to the downstream plane by using phase 
sampling technique as described in (Stella et al. 2000) and 
(Felli et al. 2005). A typical result of this technique is 
shown in figure 6a where the angular evolution of the 
propeller wake is described by the representation of the 
axial velocity component during the revolution period. 
The plots show the flow field downstream the propeller, 
rotating in a clockwise direction, seen from a downstream 
viewpoint. Such plots allow to underline the thrust 
variation at different blade angular positions during the 
revolution. The blade encounters strong load variations 
with a maximum at in the arc sector between 0° and 90° 
angular positions. The load variation can also be outlined 
by the axial vorticity field released as a consequence of 
the blade load and its variation as shown in figure 6b in its 
non dimensional form by the propeller diameter and 
upstream velocity. It is important to outline that the high 
load region at 0° angular position is caused by the low 
axial inflow velocity instead at 90 ° the high blade loading 
is mainly due to the contribution of tangential inflow 
velocity, which at this angular position increases the 
relative velocity of the flow encountering the propeller 
blade. A detailed description of the behavior of a 
propeller wake in behind a ship can be found in (Felli et 
al. 2005).  In the following we will focus our attention on 
the effect of the propeller on the upstream hull wake.  

3.2 Propeller-hull interaction 
In present section, attention is posed on the effect of the 
propeller on the ship wake, underlining the main 
modifications in the flow. In figure 7a and figure 7b the 
axial velocity at a plane (x/R =-0.514) without and with 
the propeller is shown. The plots show a small arc sector 
were measurements are not available due to the 
unavailability of the optical access of the adopted LDV 
optical configuration. The missing information correspond 
to the angular region where the propeller load is minimum 
and therefore less interesting for the following 
considerations. 
In both cases, with and without the propeller, even if the 
topology of the axial velocity looks similar showing a 
strong velocity defect due to the hull and skeg shape, a 
significant modification of the axial flow is introduced by 
the propeller action. The strong velocity defect present on 
the vertical axis and around the skeg is reduced, and a 
general contraction of the isovelocity lines of the contour 
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plot in normal direction to the hull can be observed.  The 
propeller suction increases the flow rate on the whole 
measurement plane of about 15%. Furthermore the 
propeller introduces in the upstream plane an light 
asymmetry due to its non uniform loading. 
 

 
Figure 5: Upstream and downstream wake with propeller 
 

                             
Figure 6a: Axial velocity field at x/R=0.342 with the 
propeller installed at different propeller angular position. 
The axial velocity is non-dimensional by the free-stream 
velocity                                       
The propeller suction effect in the upstream plane is better 
highlighted in figure 8 where the velocity, extracted along 
the circumference at r/R=0.7, is shown. The presence of 
the propeller almost translate the curve of the axial 
velocity to higher values leaving unchanged the shape of 
the plot. 
A better view of the propeller action on the slow flow and 
detached region behind the hull can be seen in figure 9a 
and figure 9b where the axial velocity distribution on the 

longitudinal midplane P3 without and with the propeller is 
shown respectively. The pressure gradient generated by 
the propeller is partially able to modify the upstream 
detached region and a reduction of the longitudinal 
extension of the detached area is observed. On both cases 
a region of negative velocity is apparent very close to the 
hull which is insensitive of the propeller suction, however 
the separated flow area is reduced considerably in the 
region corresponding to lower propeller radii probably to 
the higher loading of the inner radial blade sections. It can 
be stated that the propeller action on the mean flow 
extends upstream to about x/R=-1.0. 
 

 
                            
Figure 6b: Non dimensional Vorticity field at x/R=0.342 with 
the propeller installed at different propeller angular position.  

                 
                
Figure 7a: Upstream wake (x/R=-0.514) without propeller. 
The axial velocity field in non-dimensional by the free-
stream velocity. 
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Figure 7b: Upstream wake (x/R=-0.514) with propeller. The 
axial velocity field in non-dimensional by the free-stream 
velocity. 
                 

 
Figure 8: Axial velocity at r/R=0.7 

This can also be pointed out in figure 10 where the mean 
axial velocity at z/R=0.7 is shown as representative 
example for the cases with and without the propeller. In 
the same figure the evolution of the axial velocity 
standard deviation is also reported; as it can be seen, the 
values are similar, pointing out that the turbulence levels 
are minimally affected by the propeller. In particular, the 
turbulence level remains insensible to the propeller 
revolution with the exception of closer distances to the 
propeller plane where the effect of blade passage induces 
velocity fluctuations whose effect is included in the higher 
turbulence level. Consequently the propeller induced flow 
fluctuation due to the blade passage extends upstream to 
about x/R=-0.4. 
The latter aspect is better identified in figure 11 where the 
propeller phase locked axial velocity is reported for 
several point at z/R=0.7, with the propeller blade passage 

effect progressively more visible at lower distances from 
the propeller disc, superimposed to the mean flow 
acceleration.  

 
Figure 9a: Longitudinal axial velocity at plane P3 without  

the propeller 

 
Figure 9b: Longitudinal axial velocity at plane P3 with the 

propeller 

 
Figure 10: Mean axial velocity and Standard deviation at  
z/R = 0.7 with and without propeller. 
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Figure 11: Phase locked axial velocity for different 
longitudinal point. 

Considering the two longitudinal positions immediately 
upstream and downstream the propeller disc 
(x/R=±0.215), additional considerations arise. The 
upstream velocity fluctuation induced by the propeller has 
a typical periodic shape due to the flow acceleration on 
the incoming flow related to the blade revolution and is 
completely different with respect to the velocity signal of 
the downstream propeller point where the phase locked 
velocity is dominated also by an higher frequency content 
due to the contribution of the flow structures released by 
the propeller, like the blade wakes and the tip vortices.  
In the upstream point the phase locked velocity fluctuation 
is rapidly reduced in amplitude and it vanishes at about 
x/R=-0.4, as shown in figure 11.  
A better definition of the extension of the detached area 
can be provided by using high order statistical moment of 
the axial velocity. In particular the 3rd statistical moment, 
represented by the skewness coefficient. This statistical 
quantities is providing information about the symmetry of 
the probability density function of the velocity population 
at a point. The skewness coefficient has null value for 
symmetrical distribution with respect to the mean value. 
Negative or positive values of the skewness coefficient are 
obtained when the probability density function shows a 
marked asymmetrical behavior with a pronounced tail 
toward lower or higher values respectively. The 
distribution of the skewness coefficient in the plane P1 
without the propeller is shown in figure 12a. It can be 
noted a circular zone around the skeg where the skewness 
coefficient shows strong gradients. The probability 
functions on some peculiar points are also reported in the 
same figure. The area inside the core, at inner propeller 
radii where the skewness shows positive values belongs to 
the detached flow region. In fact at a point belonging to 
this area, normally low velocity are observed with some 
exceptional events of very high speed due to the 
fluctuation of the separation bubble.  In the outer and 
external region where negative skewness is present  an 
opposite behavior is exhibited. The boundary between the 
inner detached region and the outer one belonging to the 

potential flow stream, can be identified by the points 
where a bimodal distribution of the probability density 
function of the velocity is shown. These points exhibit 
almost the same probability to belong to both regions. 
This technique allows a more emphasized definition of the 
detached region compared to the use of the mean flow 
velocity distribution that is unable to provide any 
information of the detached area. In agreement with the 
previous definition, the effect of the propeller on the 
detached area can be seen comparing the skewness 
distribution for the case without and with the propeller 
respectively shown in figure 12a and 12b at the 
measurement plane P1. Also in this case a marked 
reduction of the transversal dimension of the detached 
area is observed due to the propeller action. The reduction 
of the transversal dimension is about 36 % and it is 
apparent that the propeller is not able to remove the 
detached area which is fluctuating in space and time. 
In figure 13 the power spectrum of the axial velocity at a 
point at the boundary of the detached area at the 
measurement plane P1 is reported. 

Figure 12a: Axial Velocity Skewness upstream without 
propeller 

 
Figure 12b: Axial Velocity Skewness upstream with 
propeller 
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Figure 13 : Axial velocity Power Spectrum at (Y, Z) = (50, 0) 
at plane P1 with and without propeller   

The spectrum shows that most of the energy content of the 
detached region boundary fluctuation is below 5 Hz and it 
seems to be uncorrelated with the blade passage frequency 
that occur at 35.68 Hz. 
This result is consistent with the previous data that 
pointed out at this distance from the propeller a negligible 
effect of propeller blade passage on the velocity field. 
However it's apparent the effect of the propeller suction 
on the reduction of the overall fluctuations at the 
considered measurement point demonstrating the 
capabilities of the pressure and velocity gradient induced 
by the propeller to reduce and to stabilize the separation 
bubble.   

         4 CONCLUSIONS  
LDV measurements have been performed to investigate 
the effect of the propeller on the detached flow in the stern 
region of a single screw chemical tanker. Flow separation 
typically occurs at a model scale due to the large blockage 
coefficient of these ships. Flow survey performed 
upstream the propeller plane and around the skeg fully 
characterized the behavior of separation region with and 
without the propeller in action. The major outcomes of the 
analysis are: 

• the effect of the propeller suction, which 
increases the velocity extends upstream at a 
distance about 1 propeller radius 

• the flow fluctuation induced by the blade passage 
extends upstream at a distance of about .4 
propeller radius 

The propeller is able to reduce the size of the detached 
area longitudinally and transversally but is not able to 
remove totally the flow separation. The boundary of the 
separated flow can be identified by using the skewness 
coefficient which allow a better identification of the 
extension of the separated flow. The skewness coefficient 
proves also that in the regions where its value is far from 
the null value and probability function of the velocity 
shows strong asymmetry, a significant difference between 
the mean value and the most probable value (mode value) 
might occur. When the skewness coefficient is positive the 
mean value is larger than the mode value and on the 
contrary when the skewness is negative the mean value is 

smaller than the most probable value. Assuming that a 
better physical representation of the propeller inflow and 
working condition  is provided by the most probable value 
of the velocity, it follows that a biased representation of 
the propeller inflow is obtained when using the mean 
value in presence of highly skewed distribution as in the 
present case. As consequence the use of the mean wake 
data could lead in the propeller design to overloaded 
blade sections in the inner radius, where the skewness is 
positive, due to the overestimation of the axial velocity 
inflow and on the other hand unloaded blade sections in 
the outer blade sections  due to the underestimation of the 
velocity inflow.  
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